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Once you are done, save the game and exit. Open your game and get back to the menu! Your game is saved now. Yakyuken Special, The - Kon'ya Wa 12-kaisen!! (1M) emulator for PlayStation is all set to play games without any trouble. Now that you know how to play games using Yakyuken Special, the next time you play a Playstation game, you will know how to use the
cheat codes! Try all the cheat codes mentioned above as this can always work. If you are new to these codes, then you can click here for more cheat codes. If you have a PlayStation emulator and you are running a PC, congratulations! You have just made it. If you have an old computer, then pSX is the way to go. If you have a slower computer with access to a disc drive,
then this emulator is a good option. If you don't have access to a disc drive, PSX-PS2 SDK will allow you to emulate PS1 games. It will cost you and isn't as stable as pSX, so Yakyuuken Special, The - Kon'ya Wa 12-kaisen!! (1M) is the best option. Now that you know how to play the games, check out the EmulatorGames section for other PlayStation 1 emulators. RetroArch

may put a lock on a game that you may wish to play with Yakyuuken Special, The - Kon'ya Wa 12-kaisen!! (1M) It may also prevent you from using additional emulators such as God Of War - Ghost Of Sparta or Need For Speed - Most Wanted 5-1-0. In RetroArch, you might be able to find an option to prevent that from happening. Otherwise, you'll have to play without those
games. The first thing you'll need is a copy of pSX. You can download it here. After you download pSX, extract it and install it onto your hard drive. On some systems you may need to install it in a special location. Follow the instructions on the pSX site to figure out where to install it. You can then close pSX since it's not necessary for other games in this tutorial.
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